
My name is Louise Curham, I’m joining you from Ngunawal Country in Canberra, 
Australia. I want to briefly acknowledge First Nations people with us today and pay 
my respects to elders in our community, past, present and emerging.  

I now want to share with you some anecdotes from my experience teaching online in 
202160. 
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Covid-19 effects have meant many students now exhibit some characteristics 
common to students from low socio-economic backgrounds – notably, many are 
chronically time poor and juggling caring responsibilities. This has led me to put into 
practice some relatively simple modifications to my teaching delivery to support 
these learners, modifications set out in research by Devlin and colleagues (2012) that 
proposes these students are better supported when teachers show flexibility, use 
accessible language, scaffold learning and make themselves available.
What I’ve really taken from Devlin et al is that kindness makes a difference. While 
sometimes I baulk at repeating my mantra of ‘remember about the CSU student 
wellbeing resources’ and ‘speak with me early and often’, a relatively low withdrawal 
rate suggests being attentive to the four domains Devlin et al identify are of 
significant value to students. The key change in my practice is my attitude towards 
these areas. I want to share this anecdote with colleagues in the spirit of responding 
to the prompts for CSUEdX 2021 – I observe that bringing awareness to these areas 
has aided connection with students in this disrupted world by demonstrating 
kindness.
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The students I teach exhibit characteristics common to students at CSU. The breakout 
box, ‘the students are a mix … ‘, is some background about my students I provided to 
a colleague.
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In 2012, Marcia Devlin and colleagues published a report on effective teaching 
of students from low socio economic backgrounds. It was commissioned by 
the Learning and Teaching Excellence Branch of the federal Department of 
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR).

My observation was that as a result of Covid-19, many students were 
exhibiting qualities in common with low SES students. This is an excerpt from 
the report focusing on time poverty. It points out students must balance 
financial pressures, family responsibilities and study. Many have greater time 
constraints than traditional students. 
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Learning and Teaching Excellence Branch of the federal Department of 
Education, Employment and Workplace Relations (DEEWR)

Strategies to support low SES students recommended by Devlin et al included 
these 6 strategies. I highlighted 3 I particularly focused on in my delivery in 
202160.
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A valid question is that this report dates from 2012. Devlin and colleagues have 
continued to research in this area.

This slide shows similar findings are still valid 5 years later. 
The white box is an extract from the 2017 report discussing success factors for low 
SES students. 
The 4 responses identified in the slide are consistent with 2012, all strategies I 
adopted in 202160 – promoting support services, being empathetic, showing respect, 
being flexible.
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Exactly how did I do this? Some measures were very simple, for example always signing off 
‘warm regards’ to indicate approachability. 
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What impact did this approach have?
My data is limited but these progression tables for one subject (Collections) shows no big 
increase in the FLs and AWs in 202160 despite the serious impacts of Covid 19. 

My conclusion is that faced with the impacts of Covid-19, many students begin to exhibit 
characteristics common to low SES students, in particular around being time poor. I adopted 
strategies to promote support services, show empathy, show respect, and be flexible. While 
my data is limited, no significant impact from Covid-19 is recorded in FLs and AWs in this case 
study subject. 
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